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The Writing on the Wall
Unit 7

Royalty, Heroism and the Streets: The Art of Jean-Michel Basquiat 

In 1977-80 that ‘next great culture’ pulled into station, ‘hip-hop’: breakdancing, electric boogie, graffiti, rap. The
women and men of hip-hop were Anglophonic Caribbean and mainland black as well as New York Puerto Rican.
This reflected new immigration patterns since 1966. In addition, the Haitian presence burgeoned1 to the point where
by 1985 major dance bands from Port-au-Prince routinely worked the ballrooms of Queens and Brooklyn.

A crisscross2 of island-mediated African influences now illuminated New York: Afro-Cuban, Afro-Haitian, Afro-
Jamaican, Afro-Dominican and Afro-Puerto Rican. Creole Africa, to the power of five3, intensifying the earlier gifts
of Garvey, Parker, Coltrane, and Malcolm X.

This is the New York into which Jean-Michel Basquiat was born on December 22, 1960. With a Haitian father and
a Puerto Rican mother, he was part of the process.

(…)
Growing up in Boerum Hill, Brooklyn, Basquiat heard people ‘role-switch’ all the time. On the streets his peers

might effortlessly shift from standard English (before strangers) to black English (among friends) and back again.
In his own style of speech Jean-Michel carried role-switching to another level. Words from dual realms, hip and
straight4, black and white, fused in his idiom. He spoke this blended diction with the same intonation, whether he
was hanging out with5 Rammellzee, wizard of the graffiteros, or talking business with the famous gallery owner,
Mary Boone. ‘Jean-Michel,’ his close friend Michael Holman recalls, ‘never distorted himself ’.

Those who hung on6 Jean-Michel’s every word at the Mudd Club, who played in or listened to his band, who
watched him make grand entrances with Haring and Warhol at downtown clubs and restaurants, rarely understood
that Jean-Michel was as fluent in Spanish as he was in English. Whenever Iberian and Anglo-Saxon came together,
on the streets of Chelsea, the Bowery or the Lower East Side, he was ready. When Spanish was the move7, everything
turned Afro-Caribbean – accent, diction, pacing, intonation.

Thus Jean-Michel gracefully embodied the power to deal with history and facts in several different languages.
His paintings are therefore not about ‘knowledge’ from a single context, not when confronted with New York’s

mad mix of attitudes and idioms. Jean-Michel confidently blended and confronted what was traditional and best in
his cultural experience, like jazz and blues and opera, with what was exciting in terms of the popular technologies
seething8 all around him.

In the process, Basquiat indelibly transformed the imagination of twentieth-century American art. Yet some
critics misplace the point. Didactically, they place his genius in single pigeonholes: Haitian ‘primitive’; barrio naïf;
phenomenon of arrested childhood; on and on.

Yet the charismatic accuracy of his eye stems9 from his own solution to the central problem of the West today:
urgent need of intelligences other than our own. He started this multilingual work, an imaginative alliance of
knowledge with play, questing remorselessly for continuance.

In Italian, a work of 1983 exemplifies this gift. Here Jean-Michel achieves reconciliation, not only of brilliant
greens and pinks but different idioms as well. Body-oriented legends – human anatomy coming through – are stated
in English (TEETH, DIAGRAM OF THE HEART PUMPING BLOOD), Latin (CORPUS), Spanish (SANGRE) and
Portuguese (SANGUE).

Robert Farris Thompson, ‘Royalty, Heroism and the Streets: The Art of Jean-Michel Basquiat’,

in Jean-Michel Basquiat, Ed. Richard Marshall, New York (Whitney/Abrams), 1992

1. burgeoned: increased.
2. crisscross: intersection.
3. to the power of five: multiplied by

five.
4. hip and straight: (here) ‘hip’ means

‘streetwise’ or ‘cool’; ‘straight’ means
‘normal, ordinary’.

5. hanging out with: being 
around.

6. hung on: listened to.
7. the move: (slang) the most

appropriate.
8. seething: happening.
9. stems: originates.
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P Understanding the text

Explain the play on words that the author employs in the first line of the extract ‘pulled into station’.

Compare and contrast the patterns of immigration detailed by the author in the first paragraph with those of
Caryl Phillips in ‘A New World Order’ (Unit 5 on this site). What does this tell us about the ethnicity of New York
at the time?

Answer these questions.

1. Where did Jean-Michel Basquiat grow up? Where were his parents from?

2. Explain ‘role-switching’ in your own words. Do you ever do this?

3. Which languages did Jean-Michel speak?

4. Explain how the ethnicity of both Jean-Michel and of New York informed both his painting and his world-view.

5. How did many critics want to label him?

6. What is the central problem of the West today according to Basquiat? Do you agree? Why / why not?

P Beyond the text

‘Intensifying the earlier gifts of Garvey, Parker, Coltrane, and Malcolm X’. Using the Internet find some more
information about these four individuals. Who were they, what did they do, where were they from and why
were they all so important to Jean-Michel Basquiat?

Look again at the painting In Italian, reproduced in your book. Find some other examples of this ‘reconcilation’
of different idioms.
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